To: Joint Steering Committee for Development of RDA

From: Ebe Kartus, ACOC Representative

Subject: Clarify Sources of Information for Statement of Responsibility Relating to Title Proper (RDA 2.4.2.2, etc.)

ACOC thanks ALA for this proposal to modify instructions at 2.4.2.2, 2.4.2.3 and 2.17.3.4 for the purposes of clarification.

ACOC agrees that Interpretation 2 is the correct interpretation and generally supports the revisions proposed, but suggests the following amendments to Change #1, for clarity and consistency.

Change #1 - RDA 2.4.2.2 and RDA 2.4.2.3

Marked Up Copy

2.4.2.2 Sources of Information
Take each statement of responsibility relating to title proper from one of the following sources (in order of preference):
   a) the same source as the title proper (see 2.3.2.2)
   b) another source within the resource itself (see 2.2.2)
   c) one of the other sources of information specified at 2.2.4.

Use this order of preference even if a subsequent source of information lower in this list contains a fuller statement of responsibility identifying the same person, family, or corporate body.

2.4.2.3 Recording Statements of Responsibility Relating to Title Proper
Record Transcribe statements of responsibility relating to title proper by applying the basic instructions at 2.4.1

Transcribe each statement of responsibility from one of the sources of information specified in 2.4.2.2.

EXAMPLE
[existing examples unchanged]

C-Hundred Film Corp and Bluemark Productions present
directed by Chris Smith
producers. Sarah Price, Chris Smith
co-producers, Jim McKay, Michael Stipe

Resource described: American movie / C-Hundred Film Corp and Bluemark Productions present; directed by Chris Smith; producers, Sarah Price, Chris Smith; co-producers, Jim McKay, Michael Stipe. Two sources of information used: production companies, director, and producers from the on screen credits; co-producers from the container

Janáček
(Munclinger)

Resource described: 3 Moravian dances: for flute, oboe, clarinet and bassoon / Janáček, (Munclinger). On the preferred source of information, the composer's and arranger's surnames only appear. In the caption, the statements of responsibility are: Leos Janáček; transcribed by Milan Munclinger
If not all statements of responsibility appearing on the source or sources of information are being recorded, give preference to those identifying creators of the intellectual or artistic content. In case of doubt, record the first statement.

Make a note on persons, families, or corporate bodies not recorded in the statement of responsibility, if considered important for identification, access, or selection (see 2.17.3).

Make a note on the source of a statement of responsibility if considered important for identification, access, or selection. Make a note on variant forms of names (see 2.17.4), or other details relating to the statement of responsibility (see 2.17.5) if considered important for identification, access, or selection.

Clean copy

2.4.2.2 Sources of Information

Take each statement of responsibility relating to title proper from one of the following sources (in order of preference):

a) the same source as the title proper (see 2.3.2.2)
b) another source within the resource itself (see 2.2.2)
c) one of the other sources of information specified at 2.2.4.

Use this order of preference even if a source of information lower in this list contains a fuller statement of responsibility identifying the same person, family, or corporate body.

2.4.2.3 Recording Statements of Responsibility Relating to Title Proper

Transcribe statements of responsibility relating to title proper by applying the basic instructions at 2.4.1

**EXAMPLE**

(existing examples unchanged)

C-Hundred Film Corp and Bluemark Productions present
directed by Chris Smith
producers, Sarah Price, Chris Smith
co-producers, Jim McKay, Michael Stipe

Resource described: American movie / C-Hundred Film Corp and Bluemark Productions present ; directed by Chris Smith ; producers, Sarah Price, Chris Smith ; co-producers, Jim McKay, Michael Stipe. Two sources of information used: production companies, director, and producers from the on screen credits; co-producers from the container

Janáček
(Munclinger)

Resource described: 3 Moravian dances : for flute, oboe, clarinet and bassoon / Janáček ; (Munclinger). On the preferred source of information, the composer’s and arranger’s surnames only appear. In the caption, the statements of responsibility are: Leos Janáček ; transcribed by Milan Munclinger

If not all statements of responsibility appearing on the source or sources of information are being recorded, give preference to those identifying creators of the intellectual or artistic content. In case of doubt, record the first statement.

Make a note on persons, families, or corporate bodies not recorded in the statement of responsibility, if considered important for identification, access, or selection (see 2.17.3).
Make a note on variant forms of names (see 2.17.4), or other details relating to the statement of responsibility (see 2.17.5) if considered important for identification, access, or selection.